DAWEI

THE JEWEL OF SOUTHERN MYANMAR:
JADE FORESTS TO TURQUOISE SEAS

Warm welcome to Dawei District, Tanintharyi Region, Myanmar

Dawei, the capital of Tanintharyi Region, is a charming, peaceful town, recently recognized with the ASEAN Clean Tourist City Standard Award.

Highlights include exploring history through Dawei’s beautifully preserved vintage houses, a bustling morning market, local cottage industries and scenes of river life. Dawei’s closest ‘city beach’, Maungmagan is a 45 minute trip.

Climate: Dawei has a hot, tropical climate, with temperate winter season (Nov-Feb) and heavy rains from June to early October.

Population: Approx 140,000

Ethnic Groups: Dawei, Kvin, Bamar, Mon

How To Get There: Most visitors arrive by air from Yangon or via Myeik, overland from Yangon by car or bus (appr 12 hours) or by bus from Kawthaung (10 hours).

Experience more with a local expert:
Dawei Local Expert Tour Organisers

Booking with a local tour company ensures a much better experience for visitors and local hosts. You will travel with a licensed tour guide, who can help you to translate from local Dawei dialect into English, enabling a more fun, meaningful, learning experience.

Sam The Man Tours
+95 (09) 7817 71167
samtheman@dawei.com
www.samtheman@dawei.com

Dawei Panorama Tours
+95 (09) 4500 09660, +95 (09) 7818 00181
dawei panorama@gmail.com
www.dawei panorama@travel.com

Elegant Myanmar Tours, Dawei Princess Cruise
+95 (09) 7774 70444, +95 (09) 7771 70111
info@elegantmyantour.travel
www.merguiaprincess.com

Hello Dawei
+95 (09) 4406 27636
info@hello@dawei.com
www.hello@dawei.com

Ministry of Hotels and Tourism (MoHT) Dawei Office
+95 (09) 2021 001, +95 (09) 2601 231
dawei.chtd@myanmar.gov.mm
www.facebook.com/traveltaninthary/

Dawei District Travel Association
+95 (09) 7601 3006
moeoehtu1972@gmail.com

For more information please visit:
www.inticro.org/NTF4/Myanmar-tourism

NITF/ Myanmar Inclusive Tourism Project is implemented by the International Trade Centre and funded by the government of the Netherlands. Among other activities, the project has trained local community members in villages around Dawei to develop their own, fun, creative, cultural tours. These tours build local skills and empower local people to influence, participate in and benefit from tourism.
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Fascinating insights into fishers' lives and livelihoods in Tizit
Enjoy a warm welcome at a local home, and learn how local fishers use a variety of fishing equipment from low to high tide. Then, join your hosts to search for snailsfish, or learn how to cast a fishing net.

Swim, relax, and enjoy a tasty, white-sand sunset beach picnic... cooked by local village ladies.
Tizit’s fisher ladies welcome guests with a gorgeous sunset picnic. Seafood, meat and vegetarian options are possible.

Explore local orchards and secret swimming spots, with a local guide in Ka Lone Htar!
Local guides lead you into the forest, to learn how villagers grow betel, cardamom, cashews, and many other orchard crops. Enjoy swimming in jade rivers and a delicious forest picnic.

Feel rested and rejuvenated at Ka Lone Htar’s unique, youth managed, Barefoot Forest Spa!
At the natural hot spring, you are welcomed by trained local youth. Soak in the foot spa, and enjoy a bucket shower with hot, mineral water. Spa packages include a herbal welcome drink and snack, and traditional longyi/ bath towel.

Local community tour guides must be used when visiting these villages. Prices for all tours depend on the activities and number of travelers.

Enjoy warm hospitality, local food, and a simple room with an ocean view in San Hlan
Perched on a beautiful rocky outcrop, San Hlan CBT offers tasty, local food and simple, but comfortable rooms. Enjoy beautiful views, and the sounds of waves lapping on the coast.

Combine with island hopping to southern Moscos islands!
San Hlan is also take off point for snorkeling day tours exploring the beautiful southern Moscos islands.